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Let R be a ring and C a fixed, two-sided R-module. If  A is a left R-module, 
then Hom,(A, C) will be called the dual of A with respect to C. There is 
a natural R-homomorphism ~JJ Ac from A into its double dual HomR(Homa 
(A, C), C) given by 
?J,a%>(f> = f(x) 
for all x E A and f E Hom,(A, C). W e will say that A is C-refEexive if vat 
is an isomorphism. If !!I is a subcategory of left R-modules, we will say that 
‘u is C-reflexive if every A in ‘u is C-reflexive. 
The grandfather of all reflexive, or duality, theories is the theorem in 
elementary linear algebra that a vector space over a field F is F-reflexive if 
and only if it is finite-dimensional. From the point of view of the theory of 
modules there are three kinds of questions to consider in attempting to 
generalize this theorem. 
(1) If  R and C are fixed, which subcategories ‘u of R-modules are 
C-reflexive ? 
(2) If  R and ‘% are fixed, for which R-modulus C is ‘u C-reflexive ? 
(3) If  21 and C are fixed, for which rings R is U C-reflexive ? 
Since reflexivity is such a strong condition, it is to be expected that the 
answers to these questions will show that the objects considered must be 
highly specialized, rather than general in nature. 
Historically there have been three main choices for the R-module C. 
One choice has been to let C = R. If  R is an integral domain, and if I 
is a non-zero ideal of R, then Horn@, R) is naturally isomorphic to 1-l; 
where 1-r is defined to be the set of all elements x in the quotient field of R 
such that XI C R. As is well known this notion has been very fruitful in the 
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study of Dedekind rings. Recent papers by H. Bass, [I], and J. P. Jans, [4], 
have dealt with this type of reflexive theory for left Noetherian rings. 
In particular Jans has shown that the category of finitely generated, torsionless, 
left R-modules over a left Noetherian ring R is R-reflexive if and only if R 
has injective dimension one as a right R-module. 
A second choice for commutative rings has been to let C be a universal 
injective R-module; i.e., an injective module which contains a copy of every 
simple R-module. This type of reflexivity was studied by the author, [.5l, 
who showed’that if R is a complete Noetherian local ring, and if C is the 
injective envelope of the only simple R-module, then the category of R- 
modules with ascending chain condition and the category of R-modules 
with descending chain condition are both C-reflexive. 
A third choice for an integral domain R with quotient field Q has been 
to let C = Q/R. This approach has been studied by the author and many 
others. Among its various applications has been the theory of character groups. 
We will show that if certain reflexive theories hold, then Q/R must actually 
be a universal injective, so that there is no difference in the two theories. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationships among these 
three choices over an arbitrary integral domain R. The categories of modules 
to be considered must of course satisfy some sort of finiteness conditions 
for there to be any possibility of a reflexive theory. Our results will show 
that there is a surprising equivalence among various reflexive theories, and 
that only certain kinds of rings have reflexive properties. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper R will be an integral domain (not a field), Q its 
quotient field, and K the R-module Q/R. If A is an R-module, we let 
A’ = Homs(A, R) and A* = Homs(A, K). There are canonical maps 
/\A:A-+A”andp,:A-+A** as defined in the introduction. A is said 
to be R-reflexive if h, is an isomorphism, and K-reflexive if P)~ is an 
isomorphism. 
If I is a non-zero ideal of R, then I’ is canonically isomorphic to I-l, and 
with this identification h1 : I-+1-l-l becomes the inclusion map. It is clear 
that we also have an inclusion map: 1-l-l + R. Since I-l/R C K, there is an 
R-homomorphism f : R -+ Hom,(F/R, K) defined by f(~)(x) = IX for all 
I E R and x E P/R. 
The following Lemma is a statement about Ker f and Coker f. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. Then there is an exact sequence: 
0 -+ 1-r-1 -+ R f, HomR(F1/R, K) -+ Ext,l(F, R) -+ 0. 
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Proof. We have two exact sequences: 
(1) 0 --f R &I-=+F/R 3 0 
(2)0-R&Q -AK -0. 
From these two sequences we obtain the following commutative diagram 
with exact rows and columns: 
0 
1 
0 + 0 + Homs(P/R,R) 2 ExtJ(I-‘/R,R) + 0 
1 1 1 *1 1 3 
0 + Hom,(I-1,R) -f: Horn&-l,&) 2 HomG-l,R) -% Ext,l(P,R) + 0 
1 jl 1 is 1 j, 1 
0 + Hom,(R,R) 2 Homs(R,Q) 2 Homs(R,R) -+ 0 
1 
0 
We define v : HomR(R, R) + Horn&-l/R, K) as follows. Let (Y E Horns 
(R, R); then there exists a unique element /3 E Horn&-l, Q) such that 
ia(a) = j&k?). It is easily seen that pi@) is an element of Im ml . Hence we 
define 
44 = ~;‘(Plw 
Clearly v is a well-defined R-homomorphism. We define 5 : Horns 
(I-l/R,K)+ Ext&I-r, R) by 
It is then not difficult to verify that the following sequence is exact: 
(3) Homs(R, R) 1)_ Horn&-‘/R) 2 Extsl(P, R) + 0. 
We have a canonical isomorphism 7 : R + Hom,(R, R) defined by: 
for all T and s in R. 
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Let lR be the identity map on R. Then it is easily seen that I is the 
inclusion map of I-l/R into K. From this it follows that if f  is the map of the 
statement of the theorem, then 
f = VT. 
Hence we have that Imf = Im v, and so by exact sequence (3), Cokerf = 
Coker v z Im .$ = Ext,l(l-‘, R). Since it is obvious that Kerf = I-l-l, 
the proof of the Lemma is complete. 
NOTATION: Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. Let z,4 : 1-l-l + R/I be the 
restriction to 1-r-r of the canonical projection w : R + R/I. Let q~ : R/I + 
(R/I)** denote the canonical homomorphism defined at the beginning of 
this section. Let X : I + 1-l-l be the inclusion map. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. Then we have an exact 
sequence : 
0 --+ I & 1-l-l z R/I -% (R/I)** -+ Ext&-l, R) -+ 0. 
Proof. Since Homa(R/I, K) is isomorphic to the annihilator of I in K, 
we have an isomorphism: (R/I)* s I-l/R. Hence (R/I)** s Hom,(l-l/R, K). 
Composing ‘p with this isomorphism we have a homomorphism + : R/I--+ 
Hom,(l-r/R, K). Let w : R --+ R/I be the canonical projection, and f the 
map of Lemma 1.1. Then it can be verified from the definitions that 
f =gsw. 
It follows that Im f = Im q, and that Coker f = Coker q. By Lemma 1.1 
we have Coker f E ExtR1(l-l, R), and by the definition of q we have 
Coker 4 s Coker v. Hence Coker 9 E Ext&I-l, R). 
We also have Ker F = Ker Q = w(Ker f) = UJ(~-~-~) = Im #. It is trivial 
that Ker 1,4 = Im A. The theorem now follows immediately from these 
considerations. 
Remarks. If  A is a torsion-free R-module of finite rank, then A’ is 
torsion-free and rank A’ < rank A. For let F be a maximal free R-submodule 
of A. Then rank F = rank A, and A/F is a torsion R-module. Thus we have 
an exact sequence : 0 + A’ -+ F’. Since rank F’ = rank F, we have 
rank A’ < rank A. The question of when we have rank A’ = rank A is 
answered in the next proposition. 
H. Bass, [I], has called an R-module A torsionless, if AA : A -+ A” is a 
monomorphism. It is well known that the following statements are equivalent: 
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(1) A is torsionless. 
(2) If x is a non-zero element of A, then there exists an R-homomorphism 
f : A + R such thatf(x) # 0. 
(3) A is isomorphic to a submodule of a direct product of copies of R. 
The following proposition characterizes torsionless R-modules of finite 
rank. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a torsion-free R-module of jnite rank. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A is torsionless. 
(2) A is a submodule of a jinitely generated R-module. 
(3) rank A = rank A”. 
(4) rank A = rank A’. 
Proof. (2) * (1). Let B a finitely generated R-module containing A, and 
let T be the torsion submodule of B. Then the canonical map: B -+ BIT 
induces a monomorphism of A into B/T. Hence we can assume that B is 
torsion-free. But then by [3, Ch. VII, Prop. 2.41 B is isomorphic to a 
submodule of a finitely generated free R-module. Thus we can assume that 
B is a free R-module. This implies, of course, that A is a torsionless R-module. 
(1) => (3). Since A, is a monomorphism, we have rank A < rank A”. 
However, by the Remarks preceding the proposition we always have 
rank A” < rank A’ < rank A. Thus, rank A = rank A”. 
(3) a (4). We have rank A” < rank A’ < rank A. Since rank A = rank A”, 
we have rank A = rank A’. 
(4) =+- (1). Let F be a maximal free R-submodule of A. Then rank F = 
rank A, and A/F is a torsion R-module. Thus we have an exact sequence: 
O+A’+F’+F’/A’-+O. 
Since rank A’ = rank A = rank F = rank F’, it follows that F//A’ is a 
torsion R-module. Thus we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
O-+F-+A 
O+F”--+ A”. 
Let B = Ker A, , and suppose that B # 0. Since A/F is a torsion R-module, 
it follows that B n F # 0. Let x be a non-zero element of B n F. Then 
AA(x) = 0, and so x goes to zero under the composite F % F” + A”. But 
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hF is an isomorphism, and so the composite is a monomorphism. Therefore, 
x = 0. This contradiction shows that X, is a monomorphism. 
(1) 3 (2). Let P be a maximal free R-submodule of A’. Then P is 
finitely generated, and Al/P is a torsion R-module. Thus we have an exact 
sequence 0 ---f A” -+ P’. Since hA is a monomorphism, the composite 
A 2 A” + P’ is also a monomorphism. Thus A is isomorphic to a submodule 
of a finitely generated free R-module. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If A is a torsion-free R-module of Jinite rank, then A’ is 
R-reflexive. 
Proof. The map h, : A + A” induces an R-homomorphism TV : A’” + A’. 
It is readily verified that the composite TV * h,, is the identity on A’. Thus A’ 
is isomorphic to a direct summand of A”‘, and AA, is a monomorphism. 
By Proposition 1.3 we then have rank A’ = rank A”‘. But this forces Ker p 
to be zero, and so XA* is an isomorphism. 
Remarks. Let A be a torsion-free R-module of finite rank. 
(1) We have seen in the course of the proof of Proposition 1.3 that A is 
a submodule of a finitely generated R-module if and only if A is a submodule 
of a finitely generated free R-module. 
(2) It follows from (1) and Proposition 1.3 that A is torsionless if and 
only if A is a reseau of Q OR A (for the definition of reseau see [2, p. 441). 
2. REFLEXIVE DOMAINS 
DEFINITIONS. (1) An integral domain R will be called a refixive ring, 
if every submodule of a finitely generated torsion-free R-module is R-reflexive. 
According to Proposition 1.3 R is a reflexive ring if and only if every torsionless 
R-module of finite rank is R-reflexive. 
(2) An R-module C will be called a universal injective R-module, if it is 
an injective R-module and if it contains a copy of every simple R-module. 
Remarks. It might be conjectured that Jans’ theorem for left Noetherian 
rings, [4, Cor. 1.31, is valid for an arbitrary integral domain; i.e., that R is 
a reflexive ring if and only if K is injective. That this conjecture is false will 
be shown by Proposition 3.11. If, however, we replace the condition that K 
is injective by the stronger condition that K is a universal injective, then we 
obtain a valid result as we will show in Theorem 2.1. 
If  R is a Noetherian domain, it will then follow from Theorem 2.1 and 
Jans’ theorem that K is injective if and only if K is a universal injective. 
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We had already proved this result in [7, Th. 51. In fact we proved the stronger 
result that if R is a Noetherian integral domain, then K is injective if and 
only if it is the injective envelope of the direct sum of one copy of each of 
the simple R-modules. We will show in Corollary 2.5 that this result genera- 
lizes to arbitrary integral domains if we replace the injectivity of K by the 
universal injectivity of K. 
Theorem 2.1 will also show that there is an equivalence between the 
R-reflexivity of all submodules of finitely generated torsion-free R-modules 
and the K-reflexivity of all submodules of finitely generated torsion R-modules. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a reflexive ring. 
(2) Every submodule of a jnitely generated torsion R-module is K-refix&e. 
(3) K is a universal injective R-module. 
Proof. (3) * (2). Let I be a non-zero ideal of R, and x a non-zero element 
of R/I. Since K is a universal injective R-module, there exists an R-homo- 
morphism g : R/I + K such that g(x) # 0. It follows that the canonical map 
Q : R/I -+ (R/I)** is a monomorphism. 
Let d be a non-zero element of I and _T = dl-l. Then J is an ideal of R 
and / is isomorphic to I-l. Hence we have ExtR1(P1, R) s ExQ(], R) g 
Ex@(R/J, R). But inj. dim.ll R = 1, since K is injective, and so 
Ex@(R/J, R) = 0. Therefore, Ext&I-l, R) = 0. It follows from 
Theorem 1.2 that v is an epimorphism. Hence v is an isomorphism, 
and so R/I is K-reflexive. We have thus shown that every cyclic torsion 
R-module is K-reflexive. 
Let A be a finitely generated torsion R-module. Then there exists a cyclic 
submodule B of A such that C = A/B has fewer generators than A. Since 
K is injective we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
By induction on the number of generators, QB and Qc are isomorphisms. 
Hence QA is also an isomorphism, and so A is K-reflexive. 
Now if we let B be any submodule of A, we still obtain the above commu- 
tative diagram, only this time we will have that Q” and Q~ are isomorphisms. 
This implies that QB is an isomorphism, so that B is K-reflexive. 
(2) =- (3). Let I be a non-zero ideal of R, and let d be a non-zero element 
of I. Then J = dI-l is an ideal of R. By Theorem 1.2 we have that I = I-‘-l, 
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and so J-1 = &l1-l-l = d-l1. Thus I is isomorphic to J-l. Hence 
Ext,s(R/I, R) E Ext,l(l, R) E Extzl(J-l, R). SinceExt&J-l, R) = 0 by 
Theorem 1.2, we have that Ext&R/I, R) = 0. Since I was an arbitrary ideal 
of R, it follows that inj.dim., R = 1, and so K is an injective R-module. 
Let M be a maximal ideal of R. By Theorem 1.2 we have M = M-l-‘, 
and so M-1 # R. Hence M-l/R is a non-zero R-module annihilated by M, 
and so M-l/R is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of RIM. Since M-l/R 
is contained in K, K contains a copy of RIM. Thus K contains a copy of 
every simple R-module, and so K is a universal injective R-module. 
(2) G- (1). We have seen in the proof of (2) 3 (3) that every non-zero 
ideal of R is R-reflexive, and that K is injective. Let A be a non-zero torsion- 
less R-module of finite rank. By Proposition 1.3, rank A = rank A’, and so 
in particular A’ # 0. A non-zero element of A’ will give us an exact sequence 
of the form: 
O+B+A-+I-+O 
where B is a submodule of A, and I is a non-zero ideal of R. 
Since inj.dim.s R = 1, we have Ext&I, R) = 0. Thus we have an exact 
sequence: 
O+I’--+A’-+ B’-+O. 
Since B is torsion-free of finite rank, B’ is a submodule of a finitely generated 
free R-module. Thus, since inj.dimea R = 1, we have Ext,r(B’, R) = 0. 
Therefore, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
O+B”-+A”-+I”+O. 
Now hr is an isomorphism, since every ideal of R is R-reflexive. By induction 
on rank A we have that hs is an isomorphism. Therefore, X, is an isomorphism. 
This shows that R is a reflexive ring. 
(1) 3 (3). Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. We will show that 
Ext&I, RR) = 0. Take an extension of R by I: 
(4 0-tR:AAI+O. 
Then A is a torsion-free R-module of rank 2. We will show first that A is 
a torsionless R-module. We have a derived exact sequence: 
(b) 0 ---+ I’ -% A’ -& R’ -5 Ext,l(l, R). 
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Since Ext&I, R) g Ext,s(R/I, R), we have that Extal(I, R) is a torsion 
module. From this it follows that rank A’ = rank I’ + rank R’ = 2. But 
then rank A = rank A’, and so A is torsionless by Proposition 1.3. 
Let R = Im (z’ in exact sequence (b). Then we have a commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
0-R-:AAI-+O 
x 
O--+B’-A”BI’. 
Since A and I are torsionless of finite rank, we have by assumption that 
X, and X1 are in fact isomorphisms. It follows that /3” is onto, and that )LR 
induces an isomorphism: y : R -+ B’. Hence B” is also isomorphic to R. 
Now B is torsionless, since rank B = 1 = rank B’. Therefore, by assump- 
tion B g B”. Hence B s R. But this means that the exact sequence 
, 
(4 O-I’8-A’&B-O 
splits. Hence the bottom row of (c) is exact and splits. It follows that the 
top row of (c) splits. This shows that ExQ(I, R) = 0. 
Since ExtR2(R/I, R) g Extal(1, R) = 0, and I is an arbitrary ideal of R, 
we have inj.dim.x R = 1. Thus K is an injective R-module. As in the proof 
of (2) =c- (3) we can show that K is a universal injective R-module. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a rejlexive ring. 
(2) R/I is K-reflexive for every non-zero ideal I of R. 
(3) Every ideal of R is R-reflexive and inj.dim.lp R = 1. 
Proof. We have (1) + (3) by Theorem 2.1 and (3) * (2) by Theorem 1.2. 
At one point in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we proved that R was a reflexive 
ring using only the fact that R/I was K-reflexive for every non-zero ideal I of R. 
This shows that (2) 3 (1). 
Remarks. It is not true in general that if every ideal of R is R-reflexive, 
then R is a reflexive ring. We will produce a counter-example in Section 3 
with the aid of Proposition 3.11. However, if R is a Noetherian domain, 
then it is true as we shall see in Theorem 3.8. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M be a maximal ideal of R such that M-l # R. Then 
M-l can be generated by two elements if and only if M-l/R is isomorphic to 
RIM. 
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Proof. If M-l/R E RIM, take u E M-l, u # R. Then M-l can be generated 
by 1 and u. Conversely, suppose that M-l can be generated by two elements. 
Case I: MM-l = R. If u and v generate M-l, then there exist elements 
m1 , ma E M such that m,u + mzv = 1. Since m,u and mav are in R, we can 
assume that m,u $ M. Then M + Rm,u = R, and so there exist elements 
m, E M and Y E R such that m3 + rmlu = 1. If x E M-l, then we have 
x = msx + r(m,x)u. Since msx and r(m,x) are in R, it follows that 1 and IL 
generate M-l. Thus M-l/R g RIM. 
Case II: MM-l # R. Since R C M-l, we have MC MM-l C R.Thus 
MM-l = M, and so M-l/M is a vector space over the field RIM. Hence 
we have an exact sequence of vector spaces over R/M: 
0 + RIM+ M-l/M --+ M-l/R + 0. 
Since M-l can be generated by two elements and M-l/R # 0, it follows 
that M-l/M is two-dimensional over RIM. Thus M-l/R is one-dimensional 
over R/M; i.e., M-l/R s RIM. 
DEFINITIONS. (1) Let’S(R) be the direct sum of one copy of each of the 
simple R-modules. Then we will let E(S(R)) denote the injective envelope 
of S(R). 
(2) Let A be an R-submodule of Q. Then A is called afractionary ideal 
of R if A-l # 0. The fractionary ideals of R are precisely the torsionless 
R-modules of rank one. It is not hard to see that A is a fractionary ideal of R 
if and only if A is isomorphic to an ideal of R. 
(3) Let a, b be elements of R. Then (Rb : Ra) is defined by (Rb : Ra) = 
(Y E R 1 ra E Rb}. Clearly (Rb : Ra) is an ideal of R. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be an integral domain such that every ideal of R is 
R-reflexive. Then: 
(1) The correspondence A -+ A-l is a lattice anti-isomorphism of the non-zero 
fractionary ideals of R. In particular if A, B are non-zero fractionmy ideals, 
then (A n B)-1 = A-l + B-l and (A + B)-l = A-l n B-l. 
(2) Let a, b be elements of R with b # 0, and let x = a/b + R in K. If I is 
a proper ideal of R containing (Rb : Ra), then Rx n I-l/R # 0. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward, and is left to the reader. Let 
q = a/b, so that Rx = Rq + R. Suppose Rx n I--1/R = 0. Then (Rq + R) 
n 1-l = R. Hence by part (1) we have R * (Rq + R)-1 + I. Now again 
by (1) we have (Rq + R)-l = Rq-l n R = (Rb : Ru). Therefore 
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R=(Rb:Ra)+I. S ince (Rb : Ra) C I by assumption, this contradiction 
shows that Rx n I-l/R # 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be an integral domain such that every ideal of R 
is R-refixive. Then: 
(1) K is an essential extension of S(R), and E(S(R)) is the injective envelope 
of K. 
(2) If M is a maximal ideal of R, then M-l/R s RIM. Thus M-l isgenerated 
by two elements. 
Proof. Let {M,), y E I’, be the collection of maximal ideals of R, and let 
T = &. @ M;l/R. Then T is the socle of K, i.e. T is the sum of all of the 
simple submodules of K. 
Let x be a non-zero element of K. Then x = a/b + R, where a, b E R 
and b # 0. Since x # 0, we have a $ Rb, and thus (Rb : Ra) # R. Hence 
there exists a maximal ideal M of R such that (Rb : Ra) C M. By Lemma 2.4 
(2) we have Rx n M-l/R # 0. Thus Rx n T # 0, and so K is an essential 
extension of T. 
To conclude the proof of the proposition we only need to show that if M 
is a maximal ideal of R, then M-l/R z R/M. By Lemma 2.4 (1) there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between the set of ideals between M and R 
and the set of fractionary ideals between R and M-l. Hence M-l/R is simple, 
and so M-l/R gg RIM. 
COROLLARY 2.6. K is a universal injective R-module if and only if 
K s E(S(R)). Thus R is a re$exike ring if and only if K g E(S(R)). 
Proof. Of course E(S(R)) is a universal injective R-module by definition. 
On the other hand suppose that K is a universal injective R-module. Then R 
is a reflexive ring by Theorem 2.1. Thus K E E(S(R)) by Proposition 2.5 (1). 
DEFINITIONS. We define a local ring to be a ring with a single maximal 
ideal. The ring need not have any Noetherian conditions on ideals. 
In [S] we defined an h-local ring as an integral domain R with the following 
two properties : 
(1) Each non-zero ideal of R is contained in only a finite number of 
maximal ideals of R. 
(2) Each non-zero prime ideal of R is contained in only one maximal 
ideal of R. 
Examples of h-local rings include of course local rings, as well as Noetherian 
domains of Krull dimension one. 
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The following theorem was proved in [8, Th. 8.51. 
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is an h-local ring. 
(2) If T is a torsion R-module, then T z x:M @ TIM, where M ranges over 
all of the maximal ideals of R. 
(3) KSCMOKM, where M ranges over all of the maximal ideals of R. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a reflexive ring. Then R is an h-local ring. 
Proof. Let {MY}, y E r, be the collection of all the maximal ideals of R. 
Let S,, = R/M,, and let S be the direct sum of all of the Sy’s, one for each 
Y E r. By Corollary 2.6 we can assume that S C K, and that K is the injective 
envelope of S. Let E,, be the injective envelope of S, ; then we can assume 
that E, C K. If x E K, we define O(x) to be the annihilator of x in R; i.e., 
O(x) = {r E R / rx = O}. 
We will prove a number of statements which will culminate in the proof 
of the theorem. 
(1) If x # 0 E E, , then O(x) C MY . 
Since E, is an essential extension of S, , there exists an element r E R 
such that rx + 0 and rx E S,, . Thus Myyx = 0. If O(x) $ MY, there exists 
an element s E R - M, such that sx = 0. But then Rrx = (M, + RS)YX = 0, 
and so rx = 0. This contradiction shows that O(x) C M,, . 
(2) If s E R - MY , then multiplication by s is an automorphism on E, . 
It follows from (1) that multiplication by s is a monomorphism on E,, . 
Since E, is divisible, it follows that multiplication by s is an epimorphism 
on E, . 
(3) There exists an R-submodule D, of K such that K = E, @ D, . We have 
E,dL, and (DJMp = 0. 
Since E, is an injective R-module, there exists an R-submodule D, of K 
such that K = E, @ DY . It follows from (2) that (E& c E,, . Thus we 
have KM g Ey 0 (0,)~ . By [9, Cor. 4.21, KM is a& indecomposable 
RMY-mod:le. Thus KMy & EY and (DJMY = 0. * 
(4) D,=(x~KIsx=Oforsomes~R-MM,}. 
Let A = {x E K 1 sx = 0 for some s E R - M,>. It is clear that A is an 
R-submodule of K. It is an immediate consequence of (3) that D, C A. 
We have by (I) that E, n A = 0. Let XE A, then x = x,, +y,, where 
x,EE, and y,,eD?CA. Thus x,eEynA=O, and so x=y,~D,,. 
Therefore, we have D, = A. 
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(5) Let MS be a maximal ideal dij%rent from M, . Then E, C D, and 
E,, n E6 = 0. 
Let x E E, ; then x = xr + y,, , where xv E E, , and y,, E D, . Suppose that 
x,, # 0. Now there exists s E R - M,, such that syv = 0. Hence sx = 
sxv E E, n E, , and by (2) sxv # 0. Since E, is an essential extension of 8s , 
there exists an element r E R such that rsxy E S, , and rsx,, # 0. Therefore, 
M,rsx, = 0; and so by (1) we have M8 C O(YSX,,) C M,, . But then M, = M, , 
and this contradiction shows that xy = 0. Therefore, x = y,, E D, , and so 
E,CD,. Thus E,,n E, = 0. 
(6) E, n Pa1 + 0.. + E6,) = 0 ;f MS, # MY for k = l,..., n. 
By (5) we have EB1 + *a* + EBfl C D, . Since E, n D, = 0, the conclusion 
follows immediately. 
(7) K = &- @ E, , and the sum is direct. 
Let D = xysr @ E, ; by (6) this sum is direct. Fix y E r and let G,, = 
&,, @ E, . Then D = E,, @ G, , . and G, C D, by (5). It will be sufficient 
to show that G,, = D, . Suppose that G, # D, , and let x E D, - G, . 
By (4) there exists an element sv E R - M, such that S,J = 0, and so svx E G,, . 
Let 6 be any index different from y. Then x = xs + ys , where xa E E, 
and ys E Ds . By (4) there exists an element ss E R - MB such that ssys = 0. 
Thussax=s,x,EE,CG,,.Letfl=x+G,,ED,/G,,.ThenR#Oandso 
O(n) # R. Hence there exists a maximal ideal MA of R such that O(f) C MA . 
However, by what we have shown above, there exists an element sA E R - MA 
such that sAx E G, . Th ere fore sA E O(X) C MA . This contradiction shows that 
G, = D, , and so K = D. 
(8) K z Cysr 0 KM~ . 
By (7) we have K = Cyer @ E, , and by (3) we have E, g KMy. 
(9) R is an h-local ring. 
This follows immediately from (8) and the theorem, [8, Th. 8.51, quoted 
immediately prior to the statement of Theorem 2.7. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If R is a reflexive ring, then Rnn is also a reflexive ring for 
every maximal ideal M of R. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 we have KM= E(R/M), the injective envelope 
over R of RIM. Since KIM and E(R/M) are uniquely divisible by the elements 
of R - M, this isomorphism is an R,-isomorphism. By [3, Ch. VI, 
Prop. 4.1.31, E(R/M) is an injective RM-module. Since RJMR, G R/M, 
and since E(R/M) is an essential extension of RIMIMRIM, we have that 
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E(R/M) is the injective envelope over RM of RJMR, . Thus we have shown 
that KIM is a universal injective RM- module, and so RM is a reflexive ring 
by Theorem 2.1. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF REFLEXIVE RINGS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be any integral domain, and A a to&n-free 
R-module that can be generated by two elements. Then A is R-reflexive if and 
only if Ext,l(A, R) = 0. 
Proof. I f  rank A = 2, then the two generators of A must be free, and 
so A is R-reflexive and Ext,r(A, R) = 0. Thus we can assume that 
rank A = 1. We can then assume without loss of generality that A = I, 
a non-zero ideal of R. Let a and b be the generators of I and let F = R @ R. 
We now define a number of mappings. Define: 
(1) Y : F + I by Y(Y, S) = ra + sb, where Y, s E R; 
(2)7:I-1+Fby77(x)=(xb,--xa),forx~I-1; 
(3) X, : 1-l -+ Horn&, R) by (h,(x))(c) = --xc, for x E I-l, and c E I. 
(4) h, : F + HomR(F, R) by (&(Y, s))(u, v) = su - IV, where Y, s, U, v  E R. 
(5) Xa : I -+ Horn&-l, R) by (X,(c))(x) = cx, for c E I and x E 1-l. 
It is clear that hs can be identified with the canonical map X1 : I -+ 1-l-l. 
It is easy to verify that we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
0 -.-+ HomR(I, R) y*c HomR(F, R) 2 Horn&-‘, R) --+ ExtRl(l, R) -+ 0. 
It is not hard to see that A1 and hs are isomorphisms. From this it follows 
that r)* is an epimorphism if and only if h, is an isomorphism. Therefore, 
Ext&, R) = 6 if and only if I is R-reflexive. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R be an integral domain and I a non-zero ideal of R 
srrch that I-l can be generated by two elements. Then I is R-refixive if and only 
if R/I is K-refixive. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.4, I-l is R-reflexive. Hence by Proposition 3.1 we 
have that ExQ(I-l, R) = 0. The corollary now follows from Theorem 1.2. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a re$xike ring and M a maximal ideal of R. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is a projective R-module. 
(2) inj.dim.g M = 1. 
(3) RM is integrally closed. 
If any of these conditions hold, then M can be generated by two elements. 
Proof. (1) =E- (2). s ince M is a projective R-module, there exists a finitely 
generated free R-module F, and an R-submodule P of F such that F s M @ P. 
Then we have K OR F g (K OR M) @ (K @a P). Since K is injective by 
Theorem 2.1, it follows that K OR M is injective. Therefore, inj.dim.R M = 1. 
(2) =- (1). SUPP ose that inj.dim.ll M = 1. Since R is a reflexive ring, 
we have by Proposition 2.5 that M-l can be generated by two elements. 
Thus as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we have an exact sequence: 
O+M+F+M-l-+0 
where F is a free R-module with two generators. Since K OR M is injective, 
we obtain, after tensoring this sequence with K, a direct sum: 
K@Kr(K@,M)@(K@,M-l). 
Let S = {x E K @ K 1 Mx = O}. Then S = M-l/R @ M-l/R, and so 
by Proposition 2.5, S has dimension two over RIM. After identifying 
K OR M with its image in K @ K, we similarly define: T = (x E K OR M 1 
Mx = O}. Thus T C S by definition. 
Suppose that M is not a projective R-module. Then M is not an invertible 
ideal, and so M-lM = M. Thus T = M-l/M, and it follows that T has 
dimension two over R/M. Thus T = S. 
We now localize the above direct sum with respect to M and obtain the 
decomposition: 
KM @ KM cz (K & R,M) @ (K OR R,M-l). 
Let A={xEK~@K~IR~Mx=O) and let B={xEK&R& 
R,Mx = O}. Then B C A, and TM C B. Since TIK = S, , we have S, C B. 
By Corollary 2.8, RM is a reflexive ring. Thus by Proposition 2.5, A has 
dimension two over RJMRM. Since SM has dimension two over R,IR,M, 
and S,C B, we have B = A. By Proposition 2.5 K, 0 KM is an essential 
extension of A. Since (K OR RMM-l) n B = 0, we must have 
K OR R,M-1 = 0. Therefore, R*M-l = Q. Since M-l is finitely generated 
over R, this is a contradiction. Thus M is a projective R-module. 
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(3) j (1). Suppose that RM is integrally closed. Assume that M is not 
a projective R-module. Then M is not an invertible ideal, and so M-l&’ = M. 
Therefore MplM-l C M-l, and we have that M-l is a ring extension of R in Q. 
Let x E M-l - R. By Proposition 2.5, M-l is generated as an R-module 
by 1 and x. Thus x is integral over R. Since R, is integrally closed, we have 
XER,. Hence there exists an element s E R - M such that sx E R. Thus 
Rx = (M + Rs)x C R. This contradiction shows that M is a projective 
R-module. 
(1) - (3). SUPP ose that M is a projective R-module. Then RniM is a 
projective ideal in Rlcl . Since RM is a reflexive ring by Corollary 2.8, we can 
assume that R is a local ring with maximal ideal M. But then M is a principal 
ideal of R, and so there exists an element a E M such that M = Ra. 
Let x be an element of Q that is integral over R. Suppose that x 4 R. 
Since R[x] is a finitely generated R-module, it is R-reflexive. We have 
R[x]-l C M, and so M-l C R[x]. Therefore a-l E R[x], and we have: 
a-l = b, + b 1x + *-* + bn-lx"-l + xn 
where bi E R for i = O,..., n - 1. Thus we have 
1 = ab, + ab,x + *** + ab,-lx”-l + axn. 
Hence 1 E MR[x], and so R[x] = MR[x]. By the Nakayama Lemma, we 
have R[x] = 0. This contradiction shows that x E R, and thus R is integrally 
closed. 
Now in any integral domain, if a maximal ideal is a projective R-module, 
it can be generated by two elements by [9, Cor. 2.51. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R be a reflexive ring. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) M is a projective R-module for every maximal ideal M of R. 
(2) inj.dim.lp M = 1 for every maximal ideal M of R. 
(3) R is integrally closed. 
Proof. We have R = nM R*, where M ranges over all of the maxima 
ideals of R. Thus if RM is integrally closed for all maximal ideals M, then R 
is integrally closed. Conversely, if R is integrally closed, then it is easily seen 
that R, is integrally closed for all maximal ideals M. The corollary now 
follows from Proposition 3.3. 
Remark. A careful examination of the proof of Proposition 3.3 shows 
that the equivalence of (1) and (3) in this proposition only requires the 
hypothesis that the ideals of R are R-reflexive. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let R be any integral domain. Then the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a rejlexive ring and RM is a unique factorization domain for every 
maximal ideal M of R. 
(2) R is a Dedekind ring. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Suppose we are able to prove that RM is a discrete 
valuation ring for every maximal ideal M of R. Then R will be integrally 
closed, and every non-zero prime ideal of R will be maximal. By Proposition 3.3 
every prime ideal of R will be finitely generated. But then by Cohen’s 
Theorem [IO, Th. 3.41, R will be a Noetherian domain. Thus R will be 
a Dedekind ring. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that RM is a discrete 
valuation ring for every maximal ideal M of R. 
By Corollary 2.8 RIM is a reflexive ring. Thus without loss of generality 
we can assume that R is a local ring (not necessarily Noetherian) and that 
R is a unique factorization domain. Let M be the maximal ideal of R, and 
let a and b be non-zero elements of R. Since R is a U.F.D., a and b have 
a least common multiple c E M. Thus Ra r\ Rb = Rc. 
Let x = l/c + R in K. Then O(X) = Rc. Now K is the injective envelope 
of R/M by Corollary 2.6. Thus by [.5, Th. 2.41, O(X) is an irreducible ideal of R. 
Hence we have Rc = Ra or Rc = Rb. Therefore, either Ra C Rb or Rb C Ra. 
This shows that R is a valuation ring. A valuation ring which is a U.F.D. 
is clearly a discrete valuation ring. 
(2) =z- (1). Let R b e a Dedekind ring. Then K is injective. By [7, Th. 51 
K is a universal injective R-module. By Theorem 2.1, R is a reflexive ring. 
If M is a maximal ideal of R, then RM is a discrete valuation ring, and thus 
is a unique factorization domain. 
The equivalence of (1) and (3) in the next Lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let R be a Noetherian domain and P a non-zero prime ideal of R. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) There exist elements a and b in R such that P = (Rb : Ra). 
(2) P is R-rejlexive. 
(3) P belongs to a principal ideal of R. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Let a and b be elements of R and let I = (Rb : Ra). 
We will show that for any integral domain (not necessarily Noetherian) I is 
an R-reflexive ideal. If b = 0, then either I = 0 or I = R. Since I is R-reflexive 
in either case, we can assume that b # 0. Let x = a/b, and let Y EI-l-l. 
Then x EI-~, and so rx = s E R. Therefore, ra = sb; which shows that 
r E I. Hence I = I-l-l, and so I is an R-reflexive ideal. 
481/8/1-z 
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(2) 3 (3). Assume that P is an R-reflexive ideal. Since R is Noetherian, 
R,P is R,-reflexive. Now P belongs to a principal ideal of R if and only if 
R,P belongs to a principal ideal of R, . Thus we can assume that R is a local 
ring with maximal ideal P. Since P is R-reflexive, P-l # R, and so we can 
find an element x E P-l - R. Now x = a/b, where a, b E R; and Pa C Rb. 
Since a $ Rb, and P is a maximal ideal, we have that P belongs to Rb. 
(3) * (1). Suppose that P belongs to a principal ideal Rb of R. We have 
a normal decomposition: Rb = fiy!i Qi , where Qi is P,-primary for a prime 
ideal Pi , and PI = P. Choose c E nzs Qi such that c 4 Qi . Then (Q1 : Rc) 
is P-primary, and so there exists an integer n > 0 such that Pn C (Q1 : Rc) 
and Pn-l g (Q1 : Rc). Ch oose d E Pn-l such that d 4 (Q1 : Rc). Let a = cd. 
It is not hard to show that P = (Rb : Ra). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then every prime ideal of 
rank one is R-reflzxive. 
Remarks. (1) Jans has shown in [4, Cor. 1.31 that if A is a left Noetherian 
ring, then the right injective dimension of A is < 1 if and only if every 
finitely generated torsionless left cl-module is A-reflexive. While Theorem 2.1 
generalized this results for arbitrary integral domains, Theorem 3.8 will 
present a sharper version for the case of Noetherian integral domains. 
(2) We first proved the equivalence of (3) and (4) of Theorem 3.8 in the 
special case where R was assumed to be an analytically irreducible, Noetherian, 
local domain of Gull dimension one [7, Th. 61. We have now been able to 
eliminate this highly restrictive hypothesis. 
(3) Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10 also first appeared in [A with this 
same restrictive hypothesis. The more general methods of this paper and 
the connection with the theory of R-reflexive modules have made possible 
these radical improvements in the theorems. 
THEOREM 3.8.l Let R be a Noetherian ntegral domain. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a reJlexive ring. 
(2) Every ideal of R is R-reflexive. 
(3) R has Krull dimension one, and M-l can be generated by two elements 
for every maximal ideal M of R. 
(4) K is injective. 
1 The equivalence of (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.8 was first stated by H. Bass for 
the case of left and right Noetherian rings [la, Th. 3.31. However, J. P. Jans noted in 
his review [MR 25, No. 3, #2087] that Bass’ proof of this result was invalid since it 
was based on a lemma whose proof was incomplete. 
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Proof. (1) * (2). Trivial. 
(2) G- (3). Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of R. By Lemma 3.6 there 
exist elements a and b of R such that P = (Rb : Ra). Since P # 0, we have 
b # 0, and we let q = a/b. Since P # R, we have that x = q + R is a 
non-zero element of K. Let M be a maximal ideal of R containing P. 
By Lemma 2.4, Rx n M-l/R # 0. Hence there exists an element r E R such 
that rq E M-l - R. If Y E P, then rq E R, and so we have Y $ P. However, 
MY C (Rb : Ra) = P, and so M = P. This shows that every non-zero prime 
ideal of R is maximal; i.e., that R has Krull dimension one. 
If M is any maximal ideal of R, then by Proposition 2.5, M-l can be 
generated by two elements. 
(3) 3 (4). We will first prove the following Lemma. 
LEMMA. Let R be an integral domain such that M-l can be generated by 
two elements for every maximal ideal M of R. Let I be a non-zero ideal of R 
such that I = I-1-l and Ex@(I, R) = 0. Let J be another ideal of R containing 
I so that J/I is a simple R-module. Then J = 1-l-l and ExQ( J, R) = 0. 
Proof. Let S = J/I. Then we have an exact sequence: 
0-tI-t J-S-to. 
Since Extsl(I, R) = 0, we have a derived exact sequence: 
0 --t J-1 + I-1 4 Ext,l(S, R) + Ext*i( J, R) --t 0. 
Now SE R/M, where M is a maximal ideal of R. Thus Ex@(S, R) s 
Homa(R/M, K) s M-l/R. But M-l/R g R/M by Lemma 2.3. It follows 
that the map 8 is either 0 or onto. 
Suppose 8 = 0. Then J-l = I-1, and so we have JC J-l-l = I-l-l = I. 
Thus J = I which is a contradiction, and so 8 # 0. Thus 8 is onto, and we 
have Ex@( J, R) = 0. 
If we apply Hom,(*, R) to the previous exact sequence, and take into 
account that I = I-l-l and ExQ(S, R) s S, we obtain an exact sequence 
0 + I --t J-l-’ -% Ext&S, R). 
Thus again we have the situation that either /I = 0, or /I is onto. If p = 0, 
then I C J C J-l-1 = I, and so I = J, which is a contradiction. Hence p is 
onto, and we have J-‘-‘/I g S. 
Now we have an exact sequence: 
0 + J/I--t J-l-l/I+ J-‘-‘/J+ 0. 
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Since J/Is S and ]-l-l/I z S, and S is simple, it follows that ]--‘-l/J = 0; 
i.e., J-r-l = J. This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
We now return to the proof of (3) s (4). Thus we assume that R is a 
Noetherian domain of Krull dimension one such that M-r is generated by 
two elements for every maximal ideal M of R. Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. 
,Choose a non-zero element a E I. Since R has Krull dimension one, I/Ra 
has finite length as an R-module. Thus we can find a chain of ideals of R: 
I, = RaCIICII,C...CI,, =I 
such that Ikfl/lk is simple for K = O,..., n - 1. Now Ra is R-reflexive and 
Ext$(Ra, R) = 0. H ence by the Lemma, II is R-reflexive and Ext& , R) = 0. 
Continuing on up the chain we finally see that I,, = I is R-reflexive and that 
Ext&l, R) = 0. Since ExtR2(R/I, R) E ExQ(I, R), we have ExtR2(R/I, R) = 0 
for every ideal1 of R. This shows that inj.dim.R R = 1; i.e., that Kis injective. 
(4) + (1). By [7, Th. 51, K is a universal injective R-module. Hence R 
is a reflexive ring by Theorem 2.1. 
The following theorem represents a considerable sharpening of both 
[7, Cor. to Th. 61 and [Zb, Prop. 1.51. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain of Krull dimension one. 
If every maximal ideal of R can be generated by two elements, then R is a rejlexive 
ring. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of R. By Corollary 3.7, M is a reflexive 
ideal of R. Since Mean be generated by two elements, we have by Proposition 3.1 
that ExQ(M, R) = 0. Now Ex@(R/M, R) E Ext,l(M, R), and so ExtR2 
(R/M, R) = 0. Let L be an R-module of finite length. An easy induction on 
the length of L shows that ExtR2(L, R) = 0. Let I be any non-zero ideal of R. 
Since R has Krull dimension one, R/I has finite length. Thus Exta2(R/I, R) = 0. 
Therefore, inj.dim., R = 1, and so K is injective. By Theorem 3.8, R is 
a reflexive ring. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let R be a Noetherian local domain of Krull dimension one. 
Let M be the maximal ideal of R and E the injective envelope of RIM. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a reflexive ring. 
(2) K E E. 
(3) hd, E = 1. 
(4) M-l can be generated by two elements. 
(5) R has an irreducible non-zero principal ideal. 
.lf any of these conditions hold, then every principal ideal of R is irreducible. 
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Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Corollary 2.6. The 
equivalence of (1) and (4) follows from Theorem 3.8. The proof of the 
equivalence of (2) and (3) in [7, Th. 63 did not use the restrictive hypothesis 
made in the statement of the theorem. This is also true of the proof that 
(2) * (5). Hence it is sufficient to assume (5) and prove (4). 
As in the proof of [7, Th. 61 we can obtain a monomorphism of K into E. 
At this point in the proof of [7, Th. 61 we needed the assumption that R was 
analytically irreducible in order to conclude that this monomorphism was 
as isomorphism. However, we no longer need this assumption. For the 
above monomorphism guarantees that M-l/R g R/M, and then (4) follows 
from Lemma 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let R be a valuation ring. Then the maximal ideal of R 
is R-rejexive if and only if it is a principal ideal. In this case every ideal of R 
is R-reflexive. 
Proof. Let M be the maximal ideal of R. Suppose that M is an R-reflexive 
ideal. Then there exists a non-zero element a E M such that a-1 E M-l - R. 
But then MC Ra, and so M = Ra is principal. 
Conversely, suppose that M = Ra is a principal ideal of R. Let I be 
a non-zero ideal of R. Suppose that I # 1-i-1, and let b ~1-1-1 - I. Then 
I C Rb, and so Rb-l CI-I. Therefore, 1-l-l C Rb CI-l-l, and we have 
I-l-1 = Rb. 
Suppose there exists an element m E M such that mb $ I. Then as in the 
previous paragraph, we find that I-l-l = Rmb. Hence Rb = Rmb, and so 
R = Rm. This contradiction shows that Mb C I. Since I $ Rb, we have 
I = Mb. 
Now M = Ra, and so I = Rab is a principal ideal. Thus I is R-reflexive. 
This contradiction shows that every ideal of R is R-reflexive. 
Remarks. (1) Let R be a Noetherian integral domain. It might be con- 
jectured that if every prime ideal of R is R-reflexive, then R is a reflexive ring. 
That this conjecture is false is shown by the following counter-example. 
Let R be a Noetherian local domain of Krull dimension two that is not a 
Cohen-Macauley ring. Then the maximal ideal of R belongs to a principal 
ideal, and hence is R-reflexive by Lemma 3.6. The rank one prime ideals 
of R are R-reflexive by Corollary 3.7. The O-ideal is certainly R-reflexive, 
and then every prime ideal of R is R-reflexive. However, since R has Krull 
dimension two, R is not a reflexive ring by Theorem 3.8. 
(2) I. Kaplansky h as communicated to the author an example of a valuation 
ring R that has a principal maximal ideal, but is not an almost maximal 
valuation ring; i.e. K is not injective. Every ideal of R is R-reflexive by 
Proposition 3.11, but R is not a reflexive ring by Theorem 2.1. Thus we have 
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a counter-example to the conjecture that a domain R is a reflexive ring if and 
only if every ideal of R is R-reflexive. 
(3) Theorem 3.8 suggests the conjecture that Jans’ result, [4, Cor. 1.31, 
is valid for an arbitrary integral domain; i.e., that R is a reflexive ring if and 
only if K is an injective R-module. That this conjecture is false is proved by 
the following counter-example. Let R be an almost maximal valuation ring 
whose maximal ideal is not principal. Then K is injective, but R is not 
a reflexive ring by Proposition 3.11. 
(4) Let R be a Noetherian, reflexive ring. Theorem 3.9 suggests the 
conjecture that every maximal ideal of R can be generated by two elements. 
This is an open question at the present time, but I would be very much 
surprised if it were true. 
4. TOFWONLESS RINGS 
The term torsionless is perhaps an unfortunate one. For while a torsionless 
module is necessarily torsion-free, there do exist modules that are torsion-free 
(i.e., without torsion) and yet are not torsionless. In particular, any non-zero, 
torsion-free, divisible module is not torsionless. We will attempt to examine 
those rings for which this provides the only such example. 
DEFINITIONS. A torsion-free module is said to be reduced, if it has no 
divisible submodules. 
We will say that an integral domain R is a torsionless ring, if every reduced 
torsion-free R-module of finite rank is torsionless. 
Let R be an arbitrary integral domain. Then we make R into a topological 
ring by declaring the neighborhoods of zero to be the non-zero ideals of R. 
This topology is called the R-topology. It places the structure of a uniform 
space on R. This means that with this topology R has a completion which is 
again a topological ring. In [8, Th. 5.41 and [8, Prop. 6.41 we proved the 
following theorem which shows that the property of completeness of R is 
a homological property. 
THEOREM. Let R be any integral domain. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) R is complete in the R-topology. 
(2) Ext&Q, R) = 0. 
(3) R g Hom,(K, K). 
The connection between R being a torsionless ring and R being a complete 
ring is given by the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. L-et R be any integral domain. Then the following stute- 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) R is a torsionless ring. 
(2) Every reduced, torsion-free R-module of rank two is torsionless. 
(3) R is complete in the R-topology, and ewery reduced, torsion-free R-module 
of rank one is torsionless. 
If R is a torsionless ring, then Ext&Q, S) = 0 for every torsion-free R-module 
S of Jinite rank; and every R-homomorphic image of Q is indecomposable. 
Proof. (1) => (2). Trivial. 
(2) =z- (3). Assume that (2) holds. Let S be a torsion-free R-module of 
rank one. We will show that Extal(Q, S) = 0. Let A be an extension of S by Q. 
Then we have an exact sequence: 
(*) O+S+A=+Q+O. 
A is necessarily a torsion-free R-module of rank two. Since Hom,(Q, R) = 0, 
we have a monomorphism 0 --f A’ --+ 5”. Thus rank A’ < rank S’ < 1. 
Hence by Proposition 1.3, A is not torsionless. But then because of assump- 
tion (2), A is not reduced. It follows that A has a submodule B such that 
B z Q. 
The mapping 01: A + Q induces a mapping fi : B + Q. We have two 
cases to consider. 
Case I: Ker /3 # 0. In this case the induced mapping of the torsion 
R-module B/Ker /I + Q shows that /I = 0. But then B C S, and so B = S. 
Thus S G Q, and the sequence (*) splits. 
Case II: Ker /I = 0. In this case B maps onto Q, and so S + B = A. 
Since S r\ B = Ker /3 = 0, we have A = S @ B. Thus the sequence (*) 
splits in this case also. 
Therefore, the sequence (*) splits in both cases, and we have 
Ex@(Q, S) = 0. In particular, if we take S = R, we obtain Extal(Q, R) = 0. 
Thus R is complete in the R-topology by the theorem quoted at the beginning 
of this section. 
Let S be a reduced, torsion-free R-module of rank one, and let C = S @ S. 
Then C is a reduced, torsion-free R-module of rank two. By assumption (2), 
C is torsionless, and so rank c’ = 2 by Proposition 1.3. Thus rank S’ = 1, 
and so S is also torsionless by Proposition 1.3. 
(3) + (1). Since R is complete in the R-topology, we have Ex@(Q, R) = 0 
by the theorem quoted at the beginning of this section. Let I be a non-zero 
ideal of R. We then have Ex@(Q, I) z ExtR1(Q, R), and so Ext,l(Q, I) = 0. 
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Let S be a reduced, torsion-free R-module of rank one. Since S’ # 0, S is 
isomorphic to an ideal of R. Thus Ex@(Q, S) = 0 by what we have shown 
above. Of course, if S s Q, then Ex@(Q, S) = 0. Thus ExtR1(Q, S) = 0 
for every torsion-free R-module of rank one. 
Let A be a torsion-free R-module of rank n > 1. We will prove that 
Ex@(Q, A) = 0, and that if A is reduced then rank A’= n, by induction on n. 
To accomplish both purposes simultaneously we may assume without loss 
of generality that A is reduced. 
Let B be an R-submodule of A such that rank B = n - 1 and A/B is 
torsion-free of rank one. If  A/B is not reduced, then A/B G Q, and so by 
induction Ext,l(A/B, B) = 0. Therefore A g B @A/B, and so A is not 
reduced. This contradiction shows that A/B is reduced. Since (A/B)’ # 0, 
we then have that A/B E I, an ideal of R. 
Thus we have an exact sequence: 
0 + I’ -+ A’ -+ B’ + Ext&I, R). 
Since Ext&, R) E ExtR2(R/I, R) is torsion of bounded order, we have that 
rank A’ = rank B’ + rank I’. 
By induction, rank B’ = n - 1, and rank I’ = 1. Thus rank A’ = n. By 
Proposition 1.3 A is a torsionless R-module. 
We also have an exact sequence: 
Ex@(Q, B) -+ Ex@(Q, A) + Ex@(Q, I). 
Since we have proved that Ext&‘Q, I) = 0, and since Ex@(Q, B) = 0 by 
induction, we have that Ex@(Q, A) = 0. This completes the inductive step 
in the argument. 
To conclude the proof of the proposition we only need to show that every 
R-homomorphic image of Q is indecomposable. Let S be an R-submodule 
of Q, and consider the R-module Q/S. S ince Q is always indecomposable, 
we can assume that S # 0 and S # Q. Suppose that Q/S decomposes into 
a direct sum of two non-zero R-modules. We then have two reduced, torsion- 
free R-modules U and V of rank one such that U + V = Q and U n V = S. 
We thus have an exact sequence: 
However, Ext,l(Q, S) = 0, and so this exact sequence splits. But this forces 
either U or V to be divisible. This contradiction shows that Q/S is 
indecomposable. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a torsionless ring. Then every reduced, torsion-free 
R-module of finite rank is complete in the R-topology. 
Proof. Let A be a reduced, torsion-free R-module of finite rank. By 
Proposition 4.1 we have that Ex@(Q, A) = 0. But then by [8, Cor. 6111, A is 
complete in the R-topology. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let S be an extension ring of R in Q. Then if R is a 
torsionless ring, so is S. 
Proof. Assume that R is a torsionless ring. Let A be a reduced, torsion-free 
S-module of rank one. Then HomR(A, R) C Homs(A, S), and so A is a 
torsionless S-module by Proposition 1.3. 
Let B be an S-extension of S by Q. Thus we have an exact sequence of 
S-modules and S-homomorphisms: 
O+S+B+Q+O. 
Since Ext&Q, S) = 0 by Proposition 4.1, this sequence splits over R. 
Since B is torsion-free, it is then easy to see that this sequence is also split 
over S. Therefore, ExtB(Q, S) = 0. Thus S is complete in the S-topology. 
It now follows from Proposition 4.1 that S is a torsionless ring. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain. Then the following 
statement are equivalent: 
(1) R is a torsionless ring. 
(2) Exfd(Q, S) = Of or every torsion-free R-module S offinite rank. 
(3) R is a local domain of Krull dimension one that is complete in the M-adic 
topology, where M is the maximal ideal of R. 
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is a portion of [7, Th. 41. We have 
(1) G- (2) by Proposition 4.1. Hence assume that (3) holds. Then every 
reduced, torsion-free R-module of finite rank is finitely generated by [7, Th. 4, 
Cor. 31. Thus R is a torsionless ring by Proposition 1.3. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R be a valuation ring. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is a torsionless ring. 
(2) JM2(Q, S) = Of or every torsion-free R-module of finite rank. 
(3) R is complete in the R-topology (which is the same as the valuation 
topology). 
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Proof. (1) * (2). Proposition 4.1. 
(2) ti (3). By the theorem quoted at the beginning of this section, R is 
complete in the R-topology if and only if Ext,l(Q, R) = 0. 
(3) Z- (1). The reduced, torsion-free R-modules of rank one are the 
non-zero proper R-submodules of Q. Since R is a valuation ring, these are 
linearly ordered. Hence every proper R-submodule of Q is torsionless. 
Thus R is a torsionless ring by Proposition 4.1. 
Remarks. In view of the previous two corollaries it is natural to conjecture 
that R is a torsionless ring if and only if Ex@(Q, 5’) = 0 for every torsion-free 
R-module S of finite rank. However, it is not true that R is a torsionless 
ring if and only if every R-homomorphic image of Q is indecomposable. 
For let R be a Noetherian domain. Then by [9, Th. 7.41 the latter condition 
holds if and only if R is a local domain of Krull dimension one whose com- 
pletion has exactly two prime ideals. However, by Proposition 4.1, a torsionless 
ring must actually be a complete ring. 
Another natural conjecture is that if R is a torsionless ring, then every 
reduced torsion-free R-module, regardless of rank, is a torsionless R-module. 
This seems much too strong a condition to be true. The next proposition 
shows that if R is a torsionless ring such that K is injective, then the conclusion 
is true. It also seems doubtful, however, that this additional hypothesis is 
a necessary one. 
Because of Proposition 4.1 it is not hard to see that R is a torsionless ring 
and K is injective if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(1) Ext,l(S, R) = 0 for every torsion-free R-module S of rank one. 
(2) Homa(A, R) # 0 for every reduced torsion-free R-module of rank one. 
A maximal valuation ring is an example of a ring satisfying these conditions 
[6, Th. 93. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let R be a torsionless ring such that K is an injective 
R-module. Then every reduced, torsion-free R-module, regardless of rank, is 
a torsionless R-module. 
Proof. Let A be a reduced torsion-free R-module, and let x be a non-zero 
element of A. Let B be the pure submodule of A generated by x; i.e., 
B = {y E A 1 Ry n Rx # O}. Then rank B = 1, and A/B is a torsion-free 
R-module. We have an exact sequence: 
(1) A’ + B’ -+ Ext,l(A/B, A). 
Since A/B is torsion-free, we have an exact sequence: 
O+A/B-+Q@,A/B-+K@,A/B+O. 
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Thus we have a derived exact sequence 
Ex@(Q OR A/B, R) + Ext,‘(A/B, R) + Exts2(K OR A/B, R). 
However, R is complete, and so Ext&Q 8s A/B, R) = 0; and inj.dim.R R 
= 1, and so ExtR2(K 8s A/B, R) = 0. Thus Ext,l(A/B, R) = 0. 
Returning to exact sequence (1) we see that we have an epimorphism 
A’ + B’ --t 0. Thus every R-homomorphism from B into R can be extended 
to an R-homomorphism from A into R. 
Now rank B = 1, and so B is a torsionless R-module. Thus there exists 
an R-homomorphism f : B --+ R such that f (x) # 0. Then f can be extended 
to an R-homomorphism g : A + R. We have g(x) = f(x) # 0. Since x was 
an arbitrary non-zero element of A, we have proved that A is a torsionless 
R-module. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let R be any integraldomain. Then thefollowingstatements 
are equivalent: 
(1) Every torsion-free R-module of jinite rank is the direct sum of a jinitely 
generated R-module and a divirible R-module. 
(2) R is a Noetherian local domain of Krull dimension one that is complete 
in the M-adic topology. 
Proof. (2) * (1). This was proved in [7, Th. 4, Cor. 31. The burden of 
this proposition is the converse. 
(1) => (2). Since the ideals of R are finitely generated, R is a Noetherian 
domain. Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of R. Then Rp is finitely generated 
by assumption. But it is easily seen that this forces R to be equal to Rp . 
Hence R is a Noetherian local domain of Krull dimension one with maximal 
ideal M. 
By Proposition 1.3 every torsion-free, reduced R-module of finite rank is 
torsionless. Thus R is a torsionless ring. Hence by Proposition 4.1, R is 
complete in the R-topology. Since every non-zero ideal of R is M-primary, 
the R-topology and the M-adic topology coincide. Therefore R is complete 
in the M-adic topology. 
5. COMPLETELY REFLEXIVE RINGS 
DEFINITION. We will say that R is a completely rejlexiiere ring if every 
reduced, torsion-free R-module of finite rank is R-reflexive. Clearly a 
completely reflexive ring is both a reflexive ring and a torsionless ring. 
The next proposition provides the converse of this assertion. It also provides 
a justification for the terminology. 
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PROPOSITION 5. I. Let R be any integral domain. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is a completely rejexive ring. 
(2) Every Jinitely generated R-module is K-rejlexive. 
(3) Every submodule of a jinitely generated R-module is K-rejexive. 
(4) R is both a reflexive ring and a torsionless ring. 
(5) R is a rejexive ring that is complete in the R-topology. 
Proof. (1) s (4). Trivial. 
(4) * (5). Proposition 4.1. 
(5) + (2). Let A b e a finitely generated R-module, and let n be the 
number of generators of A. We proceed by induction on n. Assume that 
n = 1. If A is a torsion R-module, then A is K-reflexive by Theorem 2.1. 
If A is not a torsion R-module, then A g R. Thus A** = Hom,(K, K). 
Since R is complete in the R-topology, the R-homomorphism y)R : R --+ 
HomR(K, K) is an isomorphism by the theorem quoted at the beginning of 
Section 4. Therefore A is K-reflexive whenever A is generated by a single 
element. 
We now assume that A has n-generators and that n > 1. Let B be an 
R-submodule of A generated by n - 1 of these generators, and let C = A/B. 
Then C is cyclic. We have a commutative diagram: 
The bottom row is exact since K is injective. The map cpc is an isomorphism 
by the case n = 1; and the map ~)s is an isomorphism by the induction 
hypothesis. Therefore ~~ is an isomorphism, and so A is K-reflexive. 
(2) + (3). Let A be a finitely generated R-module, B any R-submodule 
of A and C = A/B. By Corollary 2.2 K is an injective R-module. Thus we 
obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows that is similar to the one in 
the previous paragraph. However this time, by assumption (2), vA and vc 
are isomorphisms.It follows that y’B is an isomorphism, and so B is K-reflexive. 
(3) + (5). R is a reflexive ring by Theorem 2.1. Since R z R** = 
HOmR(K, K), R is complete in the R-topology by the theorem at the 
beginning of Section 4. 
(5) z- (1). By Proposition 4.1 it will be sufficient to prove that if A is 
a reduced, torsion-free R-module of rank one, then A is torsionless. We have 
R s HOmR(K, K), since R is complete. Hence A’ = Hom,(A, R) g 
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Hom,(A, HomR(K, K)) e H omR(K & A, K) by [3, Ch. II, Prop. 52.1. 
Now K OR A # 0 and K is a universal injective R-module. Therefore, 
Hom,(K OR A, K) # 0, and thus A’ # 0. It follows that A is a torsionless 
R-module. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If R is a completely rejexive ring, then every reduced, 
torsion-free R-module, regardless of rank, is torsionless. 
Proof. Proposition 4.6. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then R is a completely 
rejIexive ring if and only if R is a complete local domain of Krull dimension one 
such that K is injective. 
Proof. Suppose that R is a completely reflexive ring.Then by Theorem 3.8, 
K is injective and R is a local domain of Krull dimension one. By Propo- 
sition 5.1, R is complete in the R-topology. But this is the same as the 
M-adic topology on R, where M is the maximal ideal of R, for every ideal 
of R is M-primary. 
Conversely, suppose that R is a local domain of Krull dimension one, 
complete in the M-adic topology, and such that K is injective. Then R is 
complete in the R-topology; and by Theorem 3.8, R is a reflexive ring. 
Hence by Proposition 5.1, R is a completely reflexive ring. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let R be a completely ref?exive ring, and S $3 Q a ring 
extension of R in Q. Then: 
(1) R is a local ring with maximal ideal M, and R is complete in the R-topology. 
(2) S is a local ring with maximal ideal N, and S is complete in the S-topology. 
(3) K OR S-l is the injective envelope of SIN as an S-module. 
(4) S is a completely reflexive ring if and only if SF is a principal ideal of S. 
(5) The prime ideals of S are linearly ordered (and hence the prime ideals of R 
are linearly ordered also). 
(6) If A is any S-submodule of Q, then K OR A is an injective S-module zf 
and only if A-l is a flat S-module. 
(7) If S is a valuation ring, then S is a maximal valuation ring. 
(8) If A C B are S-submodules of Q such that MkB C A for some integer k, 
then B/A hasJinite length as an R-module. 
Proof. Let A be any non-zero, proper R-submodule of Q. Then we have 
an exact sequence: 
O+(K&A)*+Q*+A*+O. 
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Since R is complete, we have R g HomR(K, K). Thus, using [3, Ch. II, 
Prop. 5.2’1, we have (K OR A)* = HomR(K OR A, K) 2 Hom,(A, Horn, 
(K, K)) gg Hom,(A, A) s A-l. Because R is complete, we have 
ExtR1(Q, R) = 0 by the theorem at the beginning of Section 4. Therefore we 
have Q* = Hom,(Q, K) g Hom,(Q, Q) g Q. In view of these isomorphisms 
the above exact sequence becomes: 
From this it follows that A* c K OR A-l. 
Now let S be any extension ring of R in Q such that S # Q. By [3, Ch. II, 
Prop. 6.la] S* is an injective S-module. Since S* E K @R S-l, S* is an 
indecomposable R-module by Proposition 4.1. Therefore S* is an 
indecomposable injective S-module. 
Let N be any maximal ideal of S. Then, using [3, Ch. II, Prop. 5.2’1, 
we have that Hom,(S/N, S*) = Hom,(S/N, HomR(S, K)) E HomR 
(S/N OS S, K) z Hom,(S/N, K) = (S/N)*. Because K is a universal, 
injective R-module, (S/N)* # 0. Therefore S* contains a copy B of S/N. 
Therefore by [5, Th. 2.41, S* is the injective envelope over S of B g SIN. 
Let N1 be any other maximal ideal of S. By a repetition of the argument 
in the preceding paragraph we see that S* contains a copy B, of S/N, . 
Since S* is an essential extension of B, we have B n B, # 0. However, 
B, B, are simple S-modules; and so B = Bl . Therefore N = Nr , and thus 
S is a local ring with maximal ideal N. In particular, if we take S = R, we 
see that R is a local ring with maximal ideal M. 
Let PI , P, be two prime ideals of S, and let T be the complement in S of 
P, u P, . Suppose P, 8 Pz and Pz $ P, . Then STP, and S,P, are maximal 
ideals of ST. But ST is a local ring, as we have seen above. Thus &PI = S,P, . 
Hence PI = STP, n S = S,P, n S = Pz . This contradiction shows that 
either PI C Pz or P, C P, ; i.e., the prime ideals of S are linearly ordered. 
Let C be any S-module which is K-reflexive when considered as an 
R-module. Let B be any S-module. Then, using [3, Ch. VI, Prop. 5.11, we 
have Ext&B, C) z Ext,l(B, C**) g ToriS(B, C*)*. Thus Ext&B, C) = 0 
if and only if TorrS(B, C*) = 0. 
Let B = Q and C = S. Then Q is S-flat, and so Tor,r(Q, S*) = 0. Now 
S is K-reflexive as an R-module; for S’ # 0, which makes S isomorphic to 
an ideal of R. Therefore, by the preceding paragraph, we have Ext,l(Q, S) = 0. 
Thus S is complete in the S-topology by the theorem at the beginning of 
Section 4. 
Let A be any non-zero, proper S-submodule of Q. We apply the results of 
the first paragraph of our proof to A-l, and make use of the fact that A is 
R-reflexive, in order to obtain the isomorphism K OR A s (A-l)*. Since 
A-l is K-reflexive, we have (K OR A)** g (A-l)*** gg (A-l)* s K & A. 
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Therefore, K OR A is K-reflexive. If we let C = K OR A, and if we let B 
be an arbitrary S-module, we have Ext,l(B, K 8s A) = 0 if and only if 
ToriS(B, A-l) = 0. Therefore K OR A is an injective S-module if and only 
if A-1 is a flat S-module. Suppose that S is a valuation ring; then A-1 is 
a flat S-module. Therefore, Q/A g K & A is S-injective for all S-sub- 
modules A of Q. Since S is complete in the S-topology, S is a maximal 
valuation ring by [6, Th. 91. 
Now let S be any ring extension of R in Q such that S # Q. Since S is 
complete in the S-topology, we have by Proposition 5.1 that S is a completely 
reflexive ring if and only if S is a reflexive ring. By Corollary 2.6, S is a 
reflexive ring if and only if Q/S is S-isomorphic to the S-injective envelope 
of S/N. But we have already shown that the S-injective envelope of S/N is 
S-isomorphic to Q/S-l s K OR S-r. Therefore, S is a completely reflexive 
ring if and only if Q/S is S-isomorphic to Q/S-l. Now S-l is an ideal of S, 
and so by [d, Prop. 3.21 Q/S is S-isomorphic to Q/S-l if and only if S is 
S-isomorphic to S-l. Thus S is a completely reflexive ring if and only if S-l 
is a principal ideal of S. 
Let A and B be S-submodules of Q such that A C B and MkB C A for 
some integer k. Then B/A has finite length as an R-module if and only if 
(MiB + A)/(Mi+B + A) has finite length for every integer i. Thus without 
loss of generality we can assume that MB CA. Since K is an essential 
extension of R/M, we have Hom,(B/A, K) z Hom,,,(B/A, R/M). Now 
B/A is K-reflexive by Proposition 5.1, and so by the previous isomorphism, 
B/A must be a finite dimensional vector space over RIM. Thus B/A has 
finite length as an R-module. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be a completely reflexive ring, and let M be its maximal 
ideal. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is a projective R-module. 
(2) inj.dim.s M = 1. 
(3) R is integrally closed. 
(4) R is a valuation ring. 
Proof. The equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) have been proved in Propo- 
sition 3.3. It is well known that a valuation ring is integrally closed. Hence 
it is sufficient to prove that (1) 3 (4). 
Assume that M is a projective R-module. Since R is a local ring, M is 
then a principal ideal of R. Thus there exists an element a E M such that 
M = Ra. Suppose that R is not a valuation ring. Let V be a valuation ring 
in Q with maximal ideal N such that N n R = M. Since R # V, we have 
V-l C M. Now V is R:reflexive, and so M-l C V. Therefore, a-l E V, and 
hence 1 E VM C N. This contradiction shows that R is a valuation ring. 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let R be a completely reflexive ring with maximal ideal M. 
Let V be a valuation ring in Q with maximal ideal N such that N n R = M. 
Then we have the following: 
(1) N # N2 if and only if N is a principal ideal of V. 
(2) There exists an integer k such that VM = Nk. 
(3) If N is a principal ideal of V, then there exists an element a E M such 
that VM = Va. 
Proof. I f  N is a principal ideal of V, then of course we have N # N2. 
Conversely assume that N # N2. Suppose that N is not a principal ideal of V. 
Choose x1 E N - N2; 
VXlS vx2 5 
then N2 2 Vx, 5 N. Choose x2 E N - Vxl ; then 
N. Continuing in this way we obtain an infinite ascending 
chain of V-modules between N2 and N. However, MN C Ns, and so by 
Theorem 5.4 (8), N/N2 has finite length as an R-module. This contradiction 
shows that N is a principal ideal of V. 
By Theorem 5.4 (8), N/VM has finite length as an R-module. If  N is not 
a principal ideal of V, a repetition of the kind of argument made in the 
previous paragraph shows that VM = N. On the other hand suppose that 
N is a principal ideal of V. Then there is an element x E N such that N = Vx. 
Since N/ VM has finite length, there is an integer k >, 0 such that VM C Vxk, 
and VM $ Vx k+l. Therefore Vxk+l 5 VM C Vxk. But Vxk/ Vxk+l is a simple 
V-module, and so VM = Vxk. Thus there exist a finite set of elements a, , 
. ..) a, in M such that Vx” C Va, + **- + Va, C VM. By the linear ordering 
of the ideals of V, there is an aj = a such that VM = Va. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let R be any integral domain. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is a completely reflexive ring; and if M is the maximal ideal of R, then 
n;=, M” = 0. 
(2) R is a complete, Noetherian local domain of Gull dimension one such 
that K is injective. 
Proof. (2) * (1). Corollary 5.3. 
(1) 3 (2). Let V be a valuation ring in Q with maximal ideal N such that 
N n R = M. Then N is a principal ideal of V. For suppose that N is not 
principal. Then by Lemma 5.6, N = N2 and VM = N. Now there exists 
an element d E V-l such that dV = I is a non-zero ideal of R. We have 
IM = IM2, and so IM C nzcl M* = 0. This contradiction shows that N 
is a principal ideal of V. Thus by Lemma 5.6 there exists an integer k such 
that VM = Nk; and there exists an element a E M such that VM = Va. 
We must have flz-r N” = 0. For suppose that L = n,“pr Nfl, and that 
L # 0. Then L = n;+ Vam, and so L = aL.. There exists an element 
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d E L-l such that dL = A is a non-zero ideal of R. But then A = aA, and 
so A C nE1 Mn = 0. This contradiction shows that nL1 Nn = 0. It follows 
that V is a discrete valuation ring. Hence by Theorem 5.4, V is a complete 
discrete valuation ring. If  R = I/‘, we are finished; hence we can assume 
that R # V. 
Let J = V-l; then J is a non-zero ideal of V and JC M. There exists an 
integer t such that J = Nt. Thus for any integer n we have Nnt C Mn and 
Mn C N”. 
Let us take a sequence {xi} of elements of R that is a Cauchy sequence in 
the M-adic topology on R. Since Mn C N”, this is a Cauchy sequence in V; 
and hence converges to an element x E V. For some large integer i we have 
x - xi E Nt = J C R; and thus x E R. For any integer n we have 
x - xj E Ntn C Mn for all large integers j. Thus the sequence converges to x 
in the M-adic topology on R. Therefore R is complete in the M-adic topology. 
Furthermore R is Hausdorff in this topology, since nrzl M” = 0. 
By Theorem 5.4 (8), M/M2 is a finitely generated R-module. Also M is 
a Hausdorff space in the M-adic topology. Therefore, by [II, Ch. VIII, 
Th. 7, Cor. 21, M is a finitely generated ideal of R. Thus by [II, Ch. VIII, 
Th. 7, Cor. 41, R is a Noetherian ring. Therefore, by Corollary 5.3, R is 
a complete local domain of Krull dimension one such that K is injective. 
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